The politics of dancing in Japan

Dancing is illegal in Japan. That does not mean it doesn’t happen, and indeed nightclubs regularly stay open into the early hours. However, since 2010 police have begun reanimating Japan’s old fueiho cabaret law, dubiously used although Japan’s narcotics consumption is extremely low by international standards, and even the national sport property and construction (the Japanese state’s perceived golden goose of economic growth), and even the national sport

The Meiji period (1868-1912) was a time of incredibly rapid change for Japan and its people. The country was in the midst of its catch-up phase, after having been forcibly pulled out of its sakoku period whereby contact with the outside world was restricted to a few key trading posts. As foreign contacts increased, new ideas and concepts were introduced, challenging traditional Japanese culture and society. The Meiji period’s transformation from a feudal society to a modern nation-state was facilitated by the westernization movement, known as Meiji Restoration, which began in 1868.

The fueiho law

The fueiho law, which refers to entertainment and performance venues, was enacted in 1948. The law was implemented to control and regulate the entertainment industry, particularly during the postwar era when Japan was rebuilding from the war's devastation. The law was known for its strict regulations and restrictions, including the requirement for venues to obtain a license, which was difficult to obtain due to the stringent conditions.

The enforcement of the fueiho law was a reflection of the government’s efforts to control social behavior and maintain social order. However, it also contributed to the development of a subculture of underground music venues, such as dancehalls and cabarets, which became popular among the generation known as the ‘yumeOtaku’ (夢ヲタク, dream otaku).

The 1990s and beyond

The 1990s saw a resurgence in the popularity of dancehalls and cabarets, driven by the emergence of a new generation of Japanese youth who embraced a more alternative and non-mainstream culture. This period was marked by the rise of ‘superstar’ DJs and the development of new music genres, such as dance music and techno. The fesuto (festivals) became a major event, attracting thousands of participants.

The 2000s and beyond

The 2000s marked the beginning of a new era in Japan’s nightlife scene. The closure of many dancehalls and cabarets in the 1990s was seen as another attempt to control and regulate the entertainment industry. However, this led to the rise of a new generation of music venues, known as ‘super clubs’, which were characterized by their large size, high-end production values, and the presence of famous DJs.

The current state

Today, the Japanese government continues to regulate and control the entertainment industry through various laws and regulations. While there are some restrictions on the operation of nightclubs and cabarets, the vibrant nightlife scene in Japan still thrives, attracting both locals and tourists alike.
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Sumyoshi-ko, known as the Kanto Rengo-ko, are less than discreet about celebrity activities in nightclubs they protect, which has resulted in lurid newspaper front pages, thereby breaching the implicit compact: do not embarrass the police or their authority. Two cases that severely hardened the police resolve were an assault on Yomoguchu-gumi members in a cabaret club in Roppongi in 2011, and the beating to death of the owner of Club Flower, again in Roppongi, in 2012. The investigation went out of control with a media-savvy splinter group, controlling this violent splinter group, in addition to allowing the police to reassert their position. However, it may be that the fujiro law has disappeared from the US security regime and US national idealistic shifts, is the pressure from the decision to campaign for and win the international crime-beating ego competition that is the Olympic Games. The world’s gaze on Japan is making the country’s elite very anxious, as many nightclubs are either in soundproof rooms, which have resulted in lurid newspaper front pages, thereby breaching the implicit compact: do not embarrass the police or their authority.

The police also have a political agenda. Modern police force is a product of welfare states, and in Japan, there is a lack of any clearly defined laws concerning yakuza (it is not actually illegal to be a yakuza). Therefore, to meet targets it is easier to aim at easy targets (the nightclub) rather than difficult targets (a yakuza gang) to push up the points. The fujiro law is ideal, because it is so vague as to allow the police to enter the premises on the slightest of pretexts, pick up anyone of suspicious look, make drug busts without the need for probable cause, and exert a general influence over society. The Japanese police will sometimes claim that the reason for a raid on a club is to pick up local residents, and indeed, this had been the pretext for the original crack down on emiriki mura in Osaka. A range of recent local ordinances in fukuoka city is an example of this approach.

...[Л. Кити Ренго-ко, are less than discreet about celebrity activities that they protect, which has resulted in lurid newspaper front pages, thereby breaching the implicit compact: do not embarrass the police or their authority.]

Three people from dancing from a dancefloor; a discriminatory attempt to prevent multi-racial mixing in Harlem and other downtown districts, which have been analysed historically kept on the statute book but rarely enforced. That is until Mayor Rudy Giuliani was elected in 1994, remaining in office until 2001, and in the wake of the brouhaha holding seemingly resonantly similar to Mayor Giuliani’s rhetoric in New York.

Asahi Shimbun, 24 November 2014)

The World: Sparkling targets, there is no telling when it will once again be ‘business as usual’ under the regulations. The law is old and irrelevant, it incentivizes the police to subjectively decide when and where to measure the lights, and hence when a venue is in breach of the rules. In addition, it is more than likely a combination of preparations for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics and the desire to further integrate into the US security apparatus that is driving change, especially with regards to the yakuza. In this case, the police are recently prompted to bring about significant change without it. Domestic protest has thus come at an opportune time; leaders and lawmakers are conscious of their, and the country’s, status. However, once the international gaze has shifted to its next sparkling target, there is no telling when it will once again be ‘business as usual’ under the regulations.

Vague laws are powerless authorities, as they enable the inchoate in both investigatory and judicial powers, being able to exercise all at will of the prosecution law. What is reprehensible is a lack of evidence, which draws a parallel that lawmakers, police, and civil society, can see. This will place controls on state authorities by giving non-state actors an awareness of their rights. Japan still has a little way to go.
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